Ideal Roofing is a leading manufacturer of metal roofing and siding, steel building products, steel
decking, steel roofing shingles, steel roofing tiles, roofing and siding trims and flashings. Thus Ideal
Roofing offers a building envelope for virtually any kind of building, either agricultural, commercial,
industrial, institutional or residential.

COME JOIN OUR AWESOME PRODUCTION TEAM
We are always on the lookout for great team players who like to feel a sense of
accomplishment and pride in the manufacturing of quality products that result from all their
hard work. We offer competitive wages and great benefits plus some extra fringe benefits like
paid time off during plant closure through Christmas and New Year!
HELPER - $16.89 TO $20.95 (at 24 MONTHS)
Preparing and making skids; cleaning trailers; counting, preparing, wrapping fittings, flashing or
flat sheets for order or stock. Serving customers with light pick up orders; assisting in
production, loading, bending or cutting of company products.
MACHINE OPERATORS – $23.93 TO $28.34 (at 24 MONTHS)
Operate machinery, such as: punch press, roll formers, bending brake, overhead crane, used to
produce quality metal roofing and or siding products. Change dies; produce flat sheets.
Organize work to complete orders in the most efficient and cost effective way with minimal
error and minimal waste.

SHIPPER - $23.93 TO $28.34 (at 24 MONTHS)
You will be responsible for the safe loading and shipment of products to our customers.
Prepare and load trucks; ensure orders are place in predetermined order and according to
weight; ensure good working relations with customer; pick-up orders; move, place, store,
organize work orders; load coils for operators; weigh coils and sheet stock, sort, count, package
and load fittings.
TRUCK DRIVERS A-Z – BILINGUAL / French and English
You have a valid class A-Z driver’s license with a clean driver abstract and a minimum of 3 years
of experience. Must be willing and able to make deliveries to the United States and to work on
runs having 1 week duration and some weekends. Candidates may be subjected to random
drug testing in accordance with the United States Department of Transportation (D.O.T.)
regulations.
Qualified candidates can forward their résumé to jobs@idealroofing.ca
Ideal Roofing Company Ltd. welcomes and encourages applications from people with
disabilities. Accommodations are available on request for candidates taking part in all aspects of
the selection process.

